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1. INTR~DLJ~TI~N 
In this paper we shall study a certain system of reaction-diffusion 
equations with initial and boundary conditions of the form 
g - a As +f(e, s) = 0, 
g - /3 de + g(e, s) = 0, in Q X 10, +co); 
(1.1) 
s(O) = so 5 s Ian = P(Yl t>, 
40) = e,, e Ian = d.h th in 63 X 10, +co). 
where s and e are the concentrations of the reacting chemical substances, J 
and g are the terms of their reacting rate, and a and /I are the diffusion 
constants of s and e, respectively. In the field of chemical kinetics it is of 
great interest to analyze the behavior of solutions, especially the stability of 
solutions in some sense. Here we assume that the boundary values p(v, t) 
and q(y, t) converge in a suitable sense as t -+ +co to pa(y) and qo(y). 
respectively, then we show the convergence of the solution (s(t), e(t)) as 
t --t fco to a stationary solution (s^, e^) of the following system in equilibrium: 
-a As” +f(& f) = 0, f IFI2 =Po’ 
(1.2) 
-/l A6 + g(e^, :) = 0, e^ Ii;0 = 90. 
For this purpose we assume a certain condition about the diffusion coef- 
ficients that the product a”P” is large enough, where a”,/3” are diffusion 
parameters which are regularized by the dimension N and the size d of the 
domain; more precisely, a” = 2Na/(4N + d*) and /I” = 2iVp/(4N + d*). On 
the other hand, our conditions about the reaction terms (see hypotheses 
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(I)-(III) in Section 2) are applicable to the case thatfand g are described by 
Michaelis-Menten type, such as the enzymatically catalyzed reaction case 
[ 1, 71. The other type of model has been analyzed in Kahne [6] and Bobisod 
[3]. They showed the convergence of solutions of the systems which appear 
in the gas-liquid reaction models or the polymer formation models by using 
the method of monotone sequences. 
We mainly use the theory of maximal monotone operators and our 
procedure is as follows: In Section 2 we first show the conditions for the 
strong convergence of the solution u(t) as t + +co of 
du/dt + A (t)u = h, (l-3) 
where {,4(t)} is a family of nonlinear operators. By applying these results we 
show the strong convergence of the solution (s(t), e(t)) of system (1.1). In 
Section 3 we examine the actual cases. 
2. STRONG CONVERGENCE 
We start from the strong convergence theorem about system (1.3). Let H 
be a Hilbert space and V be a reflexive Banach space with the dual I” such 
that V ci H ci, V’, where the inclusion mapping i of V into H is completely 
continuous and V is densely imbedded in H. The norms in V, H, and V’ will 
be denoted by II IL I IH, and II IIvs, respectively. Denote by (u i, uZ) the pairing 
between an element vi in V’ and v2 in V and by (*, .) the ordinary inner 
product in H. 
For almost every t E R ‘, let {,4(t)} be a family of nonlinear single-valued 
operators from V to V’, which are assumed to satisfy 
(A(t)u-A(t)v,u-v)~aIIu-uIlt, 
for a > 0, every u, u E V, 
and there exists a constant k > 0 such that 
IIAWU Ilv G k(l + II vllv>, for every u E V. 
Assume that there exists u E Lm(R ’ : H) n Lf,,(R ’ : I’) such that 
u’ EL&JR +: V’), 
$+A(t)u=h, a.e. on R+, 
where u0 is given in H and h E LF,,(R ’ : V’). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Remark 1. If, in addition, A(t) is hemi-continuous and h is S2-bounded, 
there exists a function u(t) which satisfies the above conditions (see (9 I). 
THEOREM 1. Let (A(t)) and u(t) satisfi conditions (2.lt(2.5) and 
assume that 
h(t) + ho strongly in V’ as t -+ SC0 (2.6) 
and there exists a function x(t) from R ’ to V such that 
A(t) x(t) = ho, tER+, (2.7) 
and 
x(t) -+ x0 strongly in V as t + +oo : (2.8 1 
then u(t) converges in the strong topology of H to x0 as t + +a~. 
Proof: From (2.4) we have 
(ri, u(t) -x0) + (A(t) u(t) - ho, u(t) -x0) = (h(t) - ho, u(t) -x0>. 
By the strong monotonicity (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
~~l~(t)--XOl~+~Il~O-~(i)l?~ 
< (h(f) ‘- ho, u(f) - x,,) - (A 0) u(t) - ho, x(t) - xo> 
< IIW) - hollv It@) -xollv + K, It-$) - xollv 
fK* II@)--0llv IIxw-4~~ 
where K, = l)hoI/,., + k(1 + Ilxoliy) and K, = k. Then we have 
-$4t)-xoii + 2a ll~(+-X(t)llt 
G4 IIW-boll:,+ (l/~,>IIu(t)-xollt.+2K, IIx(t)-4 
+ W,/‘4{4 II@) -xoll: + (l/b) IIW -xoll:L 
where positive constants ai, i = 1, 2, can be given arbitrarily. It follows that 
~l~~~~--x,/~+~~llu(f~--xoll~~ 
G 4 IIW -boll:, + (l/b) II@> - xollt + 2K, iI+> -xolIv 
+ W&N& II@> -xoIl: + (l/b> II-Q> -x,11:1 
+ 2aIb II W - x,llZ + (l/4) II4t) - xollt~L 
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where 6, can also be given arbitrarily. Hence, for any E > 0, there exists 
t, > 0 such that, if t > lo, 
Therefore we have 
Fix s > t, ; then we can choose t, > s such that, if t > t, , 
epcl(r-s) I U(S) - X,1; < E. 
Hence we obtain 
I4)--x,l% (1 + l/C& if tat,, 
which completes the proof. 
Remark 2. If A(t) is maximal monotone and coercive, there exists a 
function x(t) which satisfies (2.7) for any h, in V’ [2]. 
Now we consider the strong convergence theorem of system (1.1). Let J2 
be a bounded open subset of RN with a sufficiently smooth boundary r and 
diameter(Q) = d. We use the Sobolev spaces HA(R), H-‘(a), and L’(Q), 
and their norms are denoted by ]] I], ]] I]*, and / 1, respectively. Denote by (e, .) 
the dual pairing between Hi(Q) and H-‘(R) and by (e, .) the inner product 
in L*(Q). 
In system (l.l), let f(., .), g(., .) be real-valued functions defined on R2 
which satisfy conditions (I)--(III) below. Let p(+, a), q(-, a) be nonnegative 
real-valued functions defined on r x R and assumed to satisfy condition (IV) 
and a,P be positive constants assumed to satisfy (V). 
(I) Functionsf(., .) and g(., .) are jointly continuous and there exist 
constants L. M > 0 such that 
(2.9) 
for every u, u’, v, v’ E R. 
(II) Functionsf(u, .) and g(., v) are monotone for each U, u E R. 
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(III) There exist constants C,, C, > 0 such that 
mu3 cl ,< C,(l + IvlXl + bl)* 
lg(u,~)l< C,(l + lul)(l + IL’/). 
(2.10) 
for every U, L’ E R. 
(IV) Theres exist @. YE U, = W,,,(R ’ ) n L * (R + : H) such that 
@ /1.=p, Y I,. = q. Q(O) = s,,, Y(O) = e,, 
where 4 E W,,,(R ‘) means that 4 E w(t,. f2) for every bounded interval 
(l,.t,)c R * and 
(V) We have 
CYp > (L + M)2/4, (2.11) 
where a” = 2Na/(4N + d*) and /I” = 2Nb/(4N + d’). 
THEOREM 2. Under hypotheses (I)-(V), and ly, in addition, 
WI + yo strongly in H’(R), 
ay/at+ 0 strongly in H-‘(Q) as f --f foe. 
and 
@o lr =Po, yo II. = 403 
then the solution (s(t), e(f)) of system (1.1) converges strongly in 
L*(Q) x L*(Q) to a stationary solution (s ,^ 6) of system (1.2) in equilibrium. 
Proof Put V = Hi(R) x Hi(B), H = L’(Q) x L’(Q), 
(2.12) 
-a AZ +f(y + Y, z + @> -f(Y, @) 
-j?Ay+g(y+ Y,z+@)-g(Y,@) 
(2.13) 
h= 
i 
-a@/& + a A@ -f(Y, @) 
-aY/at+pAY-g(Y, @) ; 
(2.14) 
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then by using the hypotheses of the theorem and [8, Chap I, Theorem 2.11, 
we have 
ho= ( 
a A@, -f(yl,, @o) 
) pLIYo-g(Yo,~o) ’ 
(2.15) 
and it follows by hypotheses (I) and (III) that A(t) satisfies (2.2). 
Since A(t) is monotone, coercive, and hemi-continuous, A(t)- ’ u is well 
defined for every v in V by the fundamental results in the theory of maximal 
monotone operators (see [2,5]). In view of Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show 
that A(t) is strongly monotone and A(t)-’ ho is strongly convergent in V. 
Let ui = (ii) E V, i = 1, 2. By the monotonicity of f and g and the 
hypotheses, we have 
@(c)u, -A(t) uz, UI - ~2) 
-a d(z, - ZJ +f(y, + y, z1 + @I -f(Y2 + K z2 + @) 
= -Pd(Y, -Y2> +g(Y* + ul, 
< (f(y, + Y, ZI + @> -f(.!J2 + y: Zl + @I, ZI - z2> 
+ (g(y, + Y, Zl + @) - g(y2 + y: z2 + @hYl -Y2) 
+ a JV(Y, -Y2)12 -BlV(z, -z2)l’ 
>cz”JlyI-y2112-(L +~)lly,-~*/Ill~,-~211+B”ll~~-~2112 
> E(IlY, -Y2112 + IlZl -z2112)7 
where E > 0 is small enough. 
Put 
x(t) = = A(t) 
then we shall show that x(t) is strongly 
sake of simplicity we put 
x= (;)= ($‘,), 
-’ h 0, tER+; (2.16) 
convergent in V as ,t -+ +co. For the 
x’= (fl) = (;‘tt$ 
@ = Q(t), @’ = cqt’),... . 
Since A(t) x(t) = A(f) x(t’) = ho, we have 
-ad(z -z’) +f(y + Y, z + CD) --f(y’ + Y’, z’ + @‘) 
-f(Y, @) +f(Y’, @‘I = 0 
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and 
+(Y-Y’)+g(y+Y:z+@)-g(y’t Y’,z’+@‘) 
- g(Y, @) + g(Y’, CD’) = 0. 
Taking the inner products with z - z’ and y -JI’, respectively, and using the 
monotonicity and Lipschitz conditions off and g, we obtain 
Since z(t) and y(t) are bounded in L2(Q 
exists t, > 0 such that, if t, t' > t,, 
) (see 19, lOJ), for any f: > 0 there 
and 
Therefore 
where 6 can be given arbitrarily, but it follows by hypothesis (V) that there 
exists 6 > 0 such that 
aN > L+M* L+M 
2 
and /3” > -. 
26 
Let x(t) + x, = (:i) in V, then it is easily seen by taking the limit for t -+ +cc 
of the form A(t) x(t) and by Krasnosel’skii’s theorem that there exists a 
strongly monotone operator A,: V-+ V’ such that h, = A,x, and 
A,x = --a AZ +f(y + Y,, z + Qo) -./'(Y~, CP~) 
-PAy+g((y+ Y,,z+O,)-g(Y,,O,))' x=(:). @*') 
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Since the stationary solution is unique by the strong monotonicity of A,, we 
have 
It follows from Theorem 1 that (s(t), e(t)) converges strongly in 
L*(f2) x L*(O) to the unique solution (S: e^) of system (1.2). 
Remark 3. Since A(t) is hemi-continuous, coercive, and strongly 
monotone, it follows from [9, Theorem 8.31 that there exists a unique 
solution (s(t), e(t)) of system (1.1) and also s(t), e(t) E L”O(R + : H) f7 
L f,,,(R + : V). 
Remark 4. We have defined a’ and /I’ in [lo, 1 I] by 
a’ = 2Na/(2N + d*) and p’ = 2Npj(2N + d*). In [ 111 we have proved that if 
a’P’ > (L + M)*/4 and hypotheses (I)-(III) are satisfied, the periodic pertur- 
bation given to one of the two chemical components through the boundary 
can be transmitted to both components in the domain. In the case [lo] in 
which we treated the same models as those in Kahne [6] or Brauner [4], the 
estimate a’P’ > LM also implied the transmission of the oscillation. There is 
a slightly difference of regularization, (‘) and (“), between the oscillatory 
perturbation case and the convergence case, but in any case it should be 
significant that the product of the diffusion parameters plays an important 
part in the transmission of the perturbation given through the boundary. 
3. EXAMPLE 
Let Q, , Q, be measurable subsets of R and Q, n Q, = 0. Enzymes E, , E, 
are embedded in 9,) fi2, respectively, and coupled reactions are taking place 
between two chemical components S and E. In’ Q, we have the irreversible 
reaction with competitive inhibition S -+E ’ E where S is a substrate of E, and 
the product E is an inhibitor of this reaction. In a,, E is the substrate for the 
enzyme E, which catalyzes the irreversible reaction E -+E2 S. Then this 
model is described by the following system (see [ 1, 71 for further details): 
as u1s+ u2e+ -- 
at 
ads +x1. 
1+6,e+ +s+ -x2. 1 + 6,e+ 
= 0, 
$-j3Ae+x2. 1 I*;:+ -x1. ‘Is+ 
(3.1) 
= 0, 
2 1 +B,e+ +s+ 
where xi(x), i = 1, 2, are characteristic functions of R, , .R,, respectively, and 
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ui, ai, i = 1, 2, are positive chemical constants. We have L = 6,u, + CT~ and 
M = u, in (I) and hence, if 
{(l +6,)0, +a,}* < 4a”P’, (3.2) 
then hypothesis (V) is satisfied. 
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